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D.4.2. ITEP CONCEPT OF THE USE OF ELECTRO-NUCLEAR FACILITIES IN THE
ATOMIC POWER INDUSTRY

I. Chuvillo and Genadji Kiselev

Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117259 Moscow, Russian Federation

D.4.2.1. INTRODUCTION.

In the last few years specialists from Russian and foreign research centers have been conducting
conceptual investigations into the use of electro-nuclear facilities (ENFs) or Accelerator Driven Systems
(ADS) in the atomic power industry. The ADS consists of a subcritical core (blanket), a neutron producing
target and a charged particle accelerator.

The main goals of the ADSs are:

• To minimize the problems with radioactive waste that exist in the atomic industry and atomic
power industry.

• Improvement of the environment.

• Provision of the conditions necessary for public acceptance of atomic power.

There are two important problems in the modem atomic power industry: the safety of NPP's and the
large amount of high level radioactive waste (HLW). The safety problem of existing nuclear power plants
(NPPs) is being solved through evolutionary improvement of control and protection systems (CPS). An
increase in safety is effected by using the inherent features of self-protection, passive safety systems,
"in-depth protection" principles, etc.

In most countries, including Russia, the main strategy of HLW management is surface burial in
solidified form with further geological disposal.

In accordance with the "Concept of development of the atomic power industry in the Russian
Federation" [1] a transfer to the closed nuclear fuel cycle (NFC) is being planned (at the present time a
partially closed nuclear fuel cycle is implemented in Russia). In this case technically justified solutions for
safe management of long-lived radioactive waste (LLRW) are required. Furthermore, other problems of
equal importance in the atomic power industry should be kept in mind:

1) Storage of large amounts of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) from NPPs.

2) Storage of large amounts of depleted Uranium which has no application at the present time.

3) The large amount of highly enriched Uranium being released as a result of nuclear disarmament.

4) Large amounts of the weapon-grade and power (commercial) Plutonium.

5) The need to extend the fuel basis of the atomic power industry after 2010 in the case of further
development.

6) Reduction in environmental effects.

7) Non proliferation problems associated with processing of weapons-grade Plutonium, its storage and
the possibility of its use as nuclear fuel.

8) Economics.

As will be discussed later, ADSs could provide solutions to all the problems listed above in an
integrated way whereas advanced power reactors could only partially solve the problems indicated.

The complexity of the solutions to the above problems requires the combination of the efforts of
specialists from Russian institutes and foreign centers.

The following Russian institutes participate in the work dealing with the use of ADSs:
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- State Scientific Center (SSC) Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics (ITEP),
Moscow

SSC Institute of Experimental Physics, Arzamas-16

- SSC Institute of Technical Physics, Chelyabinsk-70

Russian Research Institute for Inorganic Materials (RRIIM) named after A.A. Bochvar,
Moscow

Scientific Production Association Radium Institute (SPA RI) named after V.G. Khlopin, S.
Petersburg

- SSC Physics and Power Institute (SSC PPI), Obninsk

Special Design Bureau for Machine Building (SDBMB), N.Novgorod

- Research and Design Institute for Power Technology (RDIPT), S. Petersburg

- Moscow Radiotechnical Institute, Moscow

Design Bureau Hydropress (Podolsk, Moscow Region)

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute (MEPI), Moscow

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR), Dubna.

D.4.2.2. POSSIBLE SCHEMES FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ATOMIC POWER
INDUSTRY

The need to solve the problems indicated in the Introduction is determined by the prospects for
development of the atomic power industry both worldwide and in Russia. Possible scenarios for the future
development of the atomic power industry in Russia are:

1. The number of NPPs and their total electric power is kept constant over a long period of time.

2. The scale of NPP use will be increased compared to the existing level beginning at some point
in time, e.g. following an increase in industrial production.

3. The atomic power industry for certain objective and subjective reasons, will cease to exist after
a period of time.

It is quite obvious that the need for ADS development should be determined by the prospects for
development of the atomic power industry in Russia. It is difficult to predict right now which direction will
be chosen by the Russian atomic power industry for its further development. To answer the questions about
the need to develop ADS as an alternative to power reactors and the existing technologies of LLRW
management let us consider two mutually exclusive possibilities for the Russian atomic power industry (the
second and third possibilities mentioned above):

1. The Russian atomic power industry will begin to develop progressively with a certain rate of
commissioning of new capacities.

In accordance with the "Concept" the period from the year 2000 to 2010 should be marked by an
increase of capacity based on the new generation NPPs. Further development of full scale atomic
power after 2010 is anticipated. It is noted in the "Concept" that the main designs of the third
generation NPPs are improved NPPs with WWER-type reactors with a capacity of 1000 MWe and
about 630 MWe. Construction of 3 BN-800 fast reactors at the South Urals NPP is expected to be
completed.

In the case of further development of the atomic power industry the amount of LLRW will grow
progressively as NPPs are operated, as is shown in Fig. 1 curve 2 [2]. At the same time the adoption
of ADSs in the atomic power industry will permit reduction of the amount of LLRW by several
orders of magnitude compared with thermal (PWR) and fast (LMFBR) reactors. The NFCs for
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fissile and fertile materials and LLRW are possible as a development of the atomic power industry
for the period after 2010 as proposed by the present Concept.

2. The Russian atomic power industry ceases to exist at a certain time in the 21st century.

In the case of cessation of the atomic power industry it is essential to have the technology for safe
LLRW management including that associated with LLRW transmutation. Based on calculations
performed in 1'lbP would be sufficient for the atomic power industry to have no more than a few
(maybe one) ADS with optimum parameters for the purpose of transmutation of HLW generated
during operation of the military nuclear industry and the atomic power industry.

D.4.2.3.1TEP APPROACHES TO ADS DEVELOPMENT
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FIG. 1 The growth of the radioactivity for the long-lived wastes (LLRW) for the different nuclear
power systems (in liters of water required for waste dilution in order to reach the regulatory limits).

ADSs represent a new type of nuclear power facility which in the opinion of ITEP, should be
introduced into the atomic power industry in the 21st century. While conducting conceptual investigations
and developments of ADS the ITEP experts are guided by the following criteria:

1. It is expedient to use the positive experience available and the technical approaches verified in the
atomic power industry - the properties of inherent self-protection in particular, passive safety
systems, "in-depth protection" principles, etc. The main criterion in this case is the increase in ADS
nuclear and technical safety compared to NPP.

2 Experimental investigations should be conducted to substantiate the new technical approaches
proposed; first of all the ADS blanket is the most complex and important component for the
purpose of safety.
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3. Experimental work should be done on the nuclear data base primarily for the radionuclides to be
transmuted.

4. At the stage of conceptual investigations it is expedient to study various types of targets and
blankets with estimates of their possible implementation, determination of technical and
economical characteristics and then choose one version for further development.

5. The ADS operation should be performed with a positive power balance and decrease in
radiotoxicity compared with the initial level.

6. The possibilities of ADS operation in combination with other improved power reactors, including
fast reactors, should be investigated at the stage of conceptual studies.

7. Studies on the place of ADS in the future of the atomic power industry should be conducted with
an estimation of the radiation load on operating staff and population

(this has not been done because of the lack of financing).

8. The technical requirements and ADS criteria should be formulated as the result of conceptual
investigations including:

- Minimization of the amount of LLRW in the various technological processing stages
of the future NFC.

- The possibility of useful application of some transuranic elements from the LLRW list.

- Power efficiency, i.e. the ratio of the useful power to consumed power.

- Environmental efficiency, i.e. the reduction in LLRW radiotoxicity under irradiation in
the ADS per unit of time.

D.4.2.4. PRINCIPLE POSSIBILITIES OF ADS

We shall indicate in the present section only the principle features of ADSs and the possibilities which
should be justified as the result of conceptual studies. These possibilities are presented on Fig. 2, page 328.

D.4.2.4.1. Safety

The available operating experience of the atomic power industry allows us to specify three kinds of
safety for nuclear facilities: nuclear, technical and radiation. Nuclear safety means the absence of conditions
for self-sustaining chain fission reactions (SCFR), with an effective multiplication coefficient above unity,
to develop.

Technical safety means the absence of conditions for core meltdown in non-stationary and emergency
modes, in the event of vessel damage, damage to pipelines or other equipment failures which could Lead
to dangerous consequences.

Radiation safety means the absence of conditions for increased radiation effects on operating staff
or the population during normal operation or in the event of an accident.

At the present level of knowledge the ADS permits:

- exclusion of the class of accidents associated with a change in reactivity (reactivity
margin); first of all, a power excursion of instantaneous neutrons in relation to the ADS
blanket operation in subcritical mode with a sufficient margin for the value of the
effective multiplication ratio with consideration for the feedback;

- to exclude in principle absorber rods in the emergency protection system as a possible
cause of potential accidents;
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- to use a new type of ADS passive emergency protection, without moving working heads
at accelerator de-energization, which makes it possible to increase the speed of response
several orders of magnitude compared to existing at the present time.

D.4.2.4.2. The use of NPP spent nuclear fuel as ADS fuel

ADS can use NPP spent nuclear fuel (SNF) as material for power generation, after its unloading from
the power reactor and without radiochemical reprocessing. Estimations performed in ITEP suggest that in
an ADS heavy-water blanket loaded with SNF from VVER-type reactors the specific power generation
could be increased approximately a factor of two compared with the level of bumup achieved at the present
time [3]. To implement this mode it is necessary to perform an analytical study of a particular blanket
design scheme with consideration of material problems.

D.4.2.4.3. The use of depleted Uranium in ADS

A large amount of Uranium with a 235U content of 0.25% or less is held in the stores of the Ministry
of Russian Federation on Atomic Energy. The depleted Uranium is a potential source of power because of
its transformation into Plutonium. The ADS could use the depleted Uranium as fertile material to produce
Plutonium fuel and power at the same time (7-10% of ^ U is fissioned in a fast neutron spectrum) without
any limitations on content of the B8U. After the exhaustion of cheap natural Uranium resources in the future
depleted Uranium will probably a valuable fuel.

D.4.2.4.4. The use of highly enriched Uranium

As the result of nuclear disarmament a possibility emerges of using highly enriched (90%) Uranium
in the atomic power industry. It could be used either in the form of 90% Uranium dioxide or in the form
of isotopic diluted dioxide, e.g. with 4.4% enrichment for VVER-type reactors. 90% Uranium, without its
isotopic dilution, could be safely used in the ADS blanket for power generation and production of excess
neutrons. In doing so the load of 90% Uranium dioxide into the blanket could, in principle, be less than
the critical mass value. The excess neutrons are consumed for LLRW transmutation and production of new
fissile materials.

D.4.2.4.5. The use of weapons-grade and power Plutonium

The ADS can use weapons-grade and power Plutonium as a nuclear fuel for power generation and
production of excess neutrons which can be used for LLRW transmutation and production of new
fissionable materials. The involvement of Plutonium in the NFC will make it possible to expand
significantly the fuel basis of the atomic power industry.

D.4.2.4.6. The necessity to expand the fuel basis of the atomic power industry

One of the possibilities for expanding the fuel basis of the atomic power industry is the closure of the
nuclear fuel cycle. In doing so a set of problems emerge which have a pronounced effect on the NPP
nuclear fuel cycle and solutions are called for.

These are the following problems:
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236U buildup in the SNF as multiple irradiation of regenerated Uranium takes place that will
require an increase in fuel enrichment,

generation and continued increase in the amount of 232U in the SNF as multiple irradiation of
the regenerated Uranium takes place, that requires remote technology for fuel element
manufacture starting from a certain cycle;

extraction of the reactor-grade Plutonium from the NPP SNF and the need to use it as a fuel,
with attendant problems (the need for remote technology for fuel element manufacture,
nonproliferation, etc.),

generation of a large amount of LLRW containing fission products and transuranium elements,
especially with aqueous methods of SNF reprocessing,

an increase in the amount of depleted Uranium with a low content of ^ U (0.1 -0.2%).

Another way of extending of fuel basis of atomic power industry is to involve Thorium in the NFC
for the purpose of generating new nuclear fuel, namely 233U.

The problems indicated above could effectively be solved with the help of ADS, using previously
elaborated approaches and techniques proved in NPP operation.

A formulation of the future problem of the atomic power industry in supplying itself with fuel is
advisable. This could be solved not only through the use of fast reactors with breeding, but also by
utilization of ADSs for breeding purposes. One possible conceptual solution is the utilization of a
two-module ADS (a module consists of a target and a blanket) [4]. Depleted Uranium is loaded into the
blanket of one module to produce Plutonium. Plutonium and actinides produced in that module are
extracted from irradiated ^'U and directed into the power blanket to generate power and produce excess
neutrons which could be used for LLRW transmutation or production of the new nuclear fuel. Such a
two-module ADS will in principle permit implementation of ADS fuel self-supply.

D.4.2.4.7. Safe HLW management and environmental effects

The ADS can incinerate the main fission products except, for ^Sr, 93Zr, 15lSm and transuranium
elements, by a process of transmutation. This is characterized by the following parameters:

1. necessary neutron flux;

2. neutron consumption per one incinerated nucleus;

3. secondary radioactivity;

4. radiotoxicity.

As the result of the transmutation process the amount of HLW and the period required for storage is
reduced as well as environmental effects.

D.4.2.4.8. Safeguards of fissionable materials and the problem of non-proliferation

The ADS makes new approaches available for preservation and non-proliferation of fissionable
materials, most importantly weapon-grade Plutonium in connection with possibilities for its denaturation.
The first technical possibility is irradiation of the mixture of Plutonium and fission products, e.g. Sr or Cs,
to complicate their theft during storage, with subsequent irradiation of this mixture in the ADS blanket. It
has been demonstrated that in this case no significant change in the ADS blanket reactivity takes place [5].
The second technical possibility is dilution of 239Pu with 238Pu either by addition of 238Pu or by irradiation
of the 237Np and 239Pu mixture. At specific 238Pu content the mixture of ^'Pu + a9Pu is unsuitable for
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nuclear weapon manufacture. This possibility could be effectively implemented both in power reactors and
in ADSs.

D.4.2.4.9. Economics

The ADS is at first glance a more expensive facility than a power reactor. The capital investment in
ADS will be higher in connection with the accelerator and the target. The qualitative considerations,
however, demonstrate the high profitability and economic efficiency of the ADS in a systematic approach
rather than in comparison of individual facilities.

If we assume that a fast reactor of BN-800 type could transmute the minor actinides (MA) from 3
loads of WER-1000 reactors and its own, 7 BN-800 reactors with total power of 3.6 GWe are necessary
to destroy MA from the existing Russian NPPs [6]. According to our estimation the cost of one reactor is
nowadays appr. 2xlO9 US$ i.e. appr. 14xlO9 US$ are required for commissioning 7 BN-800 reactors.

One optimized ADS could in the limiting case transmute all the actinides from all NPPs existing in
Russia. If we assume that capital investment in an ADS is twice as large as that for a BN-800 reactor owing
to the accelerator and target, the amount is 4x109 US$. Moreover, it is necessary to commission 5
VVER-1000 reactors with a total capacity of 5 GW(e), and investment of appr. 5xlO9 US$, to compensate
for the power generation by the BN-800 reactors. In this case the expense for LLRW transmutation with
the use of BN-800 reactor is 1.5-2.0 times higher than for ADS. For a final conclusion on the economic
efficiency of ADS, however, systematic investigations are necessary and these have not been yet performed.

The study of the possibilities for ADSs mentioned in the present section, and the place of ADSs in
the future plans of the nuclear power industry, are the main purposes of this conceptual study.

D.4.2.5. POSSIBLE OPERATION MODES AND FUEL CYCLES

The following ADS operation modes could be considered:

1. A transmutation mode without power utilization.

2. A transmutation mode with concurrent power generation and utilization.

3. A mode with power generation and utilization as well as production of new fissionable
materials and LLRW transmutation.

4. An after-bum mode for power generation with use of NPP spent fuel assemblies as nuclear
fuel.

The ADS can also serve as a high intensity neutron source for producing radionuclides with high
specific activity.

The ADS can have various fuel cycles depending upon the mode of operation. The following materials
could be used as fuel materials for transmutation modes: enriched Uranium, power and weapon-grade
Plutonium, actinides (in a mixture with Plutonium and without it), and 233U. Depleted Uranium and
Thorium could be used as fertile materials for the production of new fuel.

The possibility of implementing the following fuel cycles (FCs) in the ADS could be indicated:

1. The Uranium FC. In this version of the FC various Uranium fuels could be used in the
blanket: 90% enriched Uranium released as the result of nuclear disarmament; regenerated
Uranium produced after multiple irradiation and reprocessing cycles of the SNF with a high
content of actinides and fission products (FPs) could be loaded into the blanket in various
combinations and proportions for transmutation purposes. Depleted Uranium without any
restriction in content should be loaded into the blanket in Plutonium production mode. ^
could also be used as a nuclear fuel in the ADS blanket.
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2. The Plutonium FC. Plutonium fuel with different isotopic compositions: weapon -grade
Plutonium only, or power Plutonium only, or their mixture could be loaded into the blanket
in this version. Actinides and FPs could be loaded into the ADS blanket for transmutation
purposes. Depleted Uranium could be used for the purpose of nuclear fuel production in
the ADS blanket. Neptunium or Plutonium fuel could be used for the special purpose of
weapon-grade Plutonium denaturization.

3. The Uranium-Thorium and Plutonium-Thorium FCs. Enriched Uranium or Plutonium is
used as a nuclear fuel in these FC versions (Thorium is used as fertile material for n
purposes).

4. The actinide FC. In this version alternative actinides in various combinations with FPs are
used as a nuclear fuel in the ADS blanket for transmutation purposes.

The form of the fuel, fertile, and target materials has been a matter of interest. Two main alternatives
are possible for the application of fissionable fuel materials: a solid and a liquid form. Each alternative has
its own advantages and disadvantages. If the available experience in production of the nuclear fuel for
NPPs is kept in mind, it is advisable to chose dioxide fuel in Zirconium cladding. It will be a MOX-fuel
in the case of power or weapon-grade Plutonium. In recent years Russian experts have conducted
investigations on cermet and nitride fuels with increased burnup levels. In relation to the problem of non
proliferation, Plutonium fuel in an inert matrix may be of interest. However, in the case of 3-5% actinide
addition to the MOX-fuel, its radiation resistance should be experimentally verified; this requires
substantial expense and is time consuming.

Some research groups in LANL, JAERI and ITEP are conducting investigations on liquid fuel based
on fluoride molten salts of the type Li-BeF2-ThF4-PuF4.

The advantages of liquid fuel are the absence of radiation damage problems, the possibility of
breaking away from metallurgical production of fuel assemblies, a reduction in amount of FPs and
fissionable materials in the core, etc. The main objection in Russia against liquid fuel lies in the absence
of a technological basis for its implementation in the atomic power industry, rather complex technical
problems emerging in the reactor facility, etc. It could be argued that the problems of liquid fuel application
are somewhat in advance of needs of the atomic power industry at the present time. However, R&D should
be conducted on the prospects and possibilities for liquid fuel applications in ADSs in order to have a basis
for decision making.

The variety of operation modes and fuel cycles in ADSs mentioned above requires certain priorities
to be set in order to concentrate the small resources available into one or two R&D lines. For this purpose,
systematic investigations have to be pursued which have not been performed yet because of lack of funding.
However priorities in the fuel cycle development could be determined even now. The highest priority is
the ADS Plutonium cycle, where Plutonium is used as nuclear fuel, to generate power and excess neutrons
which in turn are directed toward transmutation of actinides and FPs. This could help solve the problems
of nuclear weapons non-proliferation and the production of new fissionable fuel.

This is explained by the availability of large stocks of power and weapon-grade Plutonium with a high
power potential and the need to prepare a technological basis for its safe use as a nuclear fuel in a future
atomic power industry. Hence the transmutation mode with power generation and the use of the
weapon-grade and power Plutonium, wherein a Plutonium FC with actinides and FPs is used as a target
material has priority in R&D.

The second priority is a Plutonium FC wherein the ADS operates in the mode of power generation
and Plutonium production from depleted Uranium. The priority of this mode and FC is explained by the
availability of large amounts of depleted Uranium in storage in the nuclear nations, including Russia. The
involvement of depleted Uranium makes it possible to increase nuclear fuel resources substantially as
resources of cheap natural Uranium become exhausted. All necessary technologies are available for this
version and have been verified on an industrial scale.
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The third priority is a Plutonium FC wherein the ADS operates in the mode of power generation and
233U production from Thorium. However, the involvement of FC implies that the development of new
technologies will be necessary after all resources of natural Uranium have been exhausted.

In accordance with the decision of the Scientific and Technical Council of the Russian Ministry for
Atomic Power, fast reactors are considered to be the main nuclear and power facilities for utilization of
Russian weapon-grade Plutonium. At the same time the RF Ministry of the Atomic Power Industry supports
the ADS development as an alternative line, keeping in mind the possibility of operating the ADS blanket
in a subcritical mode which increases the nuclear safety level in the event of its loading with weapon-grade
Plutonium.

D.4.2.6. PECULIARITIES OF THE TRANSMUTATION PROCESSES

The process of transmutation of FPs and actinides transmutation in neutron fluxes must has its own
peculiarities which must be taken into account in the development of ADS. The transformation of FPs is
performed mainly by (n,y)-reactions through sequential capture of neutrons being transmuted by a nuclide
and formed by intermediate nuclides. The destruction of actinides occurs mainly through fission reactions.
Despite this difference the following LLRW transmutation processes are characterized by the following
parameters:

1. Aj, the actinide destruction rate which is determined by the neutron flux density $ and o,, the
effective microscopic interaction cross-section.

2. The process power efficiency which is determined by the value of the power spent for the
destruction of one nucleus of the nuclide being transmuted or by the number of neutrons spent
for the destruction of one nucleus.

3. The secondary radioactivity which is formed as a result of the transmutation of LLRW.

4. The value of the radiotoxicity of nuclides before and after the transmutation.

Investigation of the mentioned above features allows us to determine the list of nuclides which are
suitable for transmutation.

A short analysis of the features mentioned above is given below.

D.4.2.6.1 Aj destruction rate of the nuclide being transmuted

Since the value of A; is proportional to (Jm, for FPs it will be higher for the higher <j) and q values. The
upper limit of <J) which can be reached with present-day knowledge and experience is probably in the range
of 7.xlO15 - 5.xlO16 n c m V . The value of ot depends on the neutron spectrum. It is advisable to use a
thermal neutron spectrum for FP transmutation through (n,y) reactions where interaction cross-section
values are rather high. Actinide transmutation is possible both in thermal and fast neutron spectra. A
comparison has been performed of neutron cross-sections for actinides at comparable neutron fluxes in a
thermal blanket (1014 cm'2s"') and in a fast reactor ( l^xlO^cm'V). As can be seen from the results given
in Tables I and II, the effective cross-section of actinides in a thermal spectrum is in most cases much
higher than for a fast reactor [7].

Specialists from ITEP and other institutes have estimated the value of the neutron flux density
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TABLE I. EFFECTIVE CROSS-SECTIONS AND THE necessary for ^Sr and l37Cs [8] incineration. For
NUMBER OF NEUTRONS PER FISSION FOR THE ^Sr separation the capture cross-section value is
FAST REACTOR. for o= 0.014 [9] or 0.0097 [10] bam according to
(oc - cross section for capture, o f - Cross section for the latest data. According to older data it was
fission, a, - cross section for absorption, v - number of believed that o=0.8 ± 0.5 [11]. If we are adhere
neutrons per fission.) to contemporary data and believe that o=0.01,

Nuclide, oc of oa v th e n a neutron flux of 7.6xlO l s cm'2-s' is
I (bam) (bam) (bam) (n /fis.) required for the ^Sr transmutation rate to be

237xj 7Z Q~T" 7~j T Q equal to its radioactive decay rate (Tv4=28.8
238 years). In this case the "half-destruction period"

^ ° 5 lA L6 3 0 will be half of the half life, i.e. 15 years. Higher
239Pu 0.5 1.8 2.3 2.9 flux densities (more than 1017 cmV 1 ) would be
^''Pu 0.5 0.4 0.9 3.1 required for more rapid destruction. Even though
M1Pu 04 2 4 28 3 0 s u c n ^ u x densities could be achieved in the
MZp n . n _ n _ _ n ADS, it is unlikely that this will be economically

justified.
4 For 137Cs o=0.11 barn [12] or 0.25 bam

•*•" 3 2 [13]. For the transmutation rate to be equal to the
243Am 1.0 0.2 1.2 3.6 radioactive decay rate (Tw=30 years) a flux
M2Cm 0.288 0.185 0.473 3.5 density of 6.7xlO15 or 2.9xlO15 cm"2s° is
243£m Q-j 2 6 29 3 8 accordingly necessary which is achievable in
2 4 4 , , n t . .. _ , modem reactors. In this case the "half-destruction

C m U . o . 4 1 3 . 5 . ,„ . . . . . , _ , , . . . • •
penod will be 15 years. Flux densities higher

M5Cm 0.4 2.8 3.2 3.8 ^^ io16 n cm'2s"' are required for more rapid
w C m 0.77 0.47 1.24 3.5 destruction of l37Cs. It should be kept in mind

that the radiotoxicity of ^Sr is significantly (37
times) higher than that of l37Cs (the maximum

permissible concentration of "'Sr in water is 4 .0xl0 1 0 Ci/1, and that of l37Cs is ' 5xl0"8 Ci//).

D.4.2.6.2. Transmutation process efficiency

It is quite obvious that the power consumption required for HLW destruction should be substantially
less than the amount of power generated by NPPs. According to investigations carried out by specialists
from the Moscow Engineering Physics Institute the FP transmutation process is effective if the power
consumed for transmutation is appr. 30% of that generated in the NPP [14]. It is obvious that the power
balance in actinide incineration is positive. The power consumption for HLW transmutation could only be
determined after development of a particular ADS design. Therefore such a characteristic as R;, the
consumption of neutrons necessary to incinerate one FP nucleus, could be used to estimate the power
consumption. The calculation results for R, are tabulated in Table III [15]. It is evident from Table IE that
a considerable number of neutrons is required for transmutation of 93Zr and 151Sm. This demonstrates that
their incineration in a neutron flux is ineffective from the power viewpoint. At the same time it is advisable
to state the problem of their recycling in the NFC, for example l5lSm is an absorbing material in the CPS
rods. The transmutation of the other radionuclides listed in Table IV is energetically advisable.

D.4.2.6.3. Secondary radioactivity under transmutation

The process of neutron generation for transmutation is accompanied by electric power consumption
from an external source for the accelerator supply. If we believe that this electric power is generated in the
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T A B L E H. EFFECTIVE CROSS-SECTIONS A N D T H E NPP, then neutrons are produced as
N U M B E R O F NEUTRONS PER FISSION FOR T H E R M A L the result of fission reactions of the
R E A C T O R S . nuclear fuel in the reactor of the NPP
(T l / 2 - half-life, o c - cross section for capture, o f - cross section for which energizes the accelerator,
fission, oa - cross section for absorption, v - number of neutrons per Moreover, nuclear reactions
fission.) generating neutrons also occur in the

blanket of the ADS itself. Hence the
transmutation process, i.e. the process
of destruction one radioactivity unit is
accompanied by generation of FPs,
that is secondary radioactivity.
Because in the first 100 years after
unloading of the NPP's spent nuclear
fuel (SNF) its activity will be
determined to appr. 90% by activity of
^Sr and 137Cs, the secondary activity is
mainly the activity of the
medium-lived nuclides - ^ S r and
137Cs. The calculations of the
secondary activity performed by ITEP
specialists show that, with the
elimination of all primary activity of
the FPs (except for ^ S r and 137Cs),
secondary radioactivity is generated
which accounts for 10-12% of the
radioactivity (see Table IV) [15]. In
the event of elimination of 100% of
the primary activity, including ^Sr and
137Cs, the secondary activity generated
is equal to 40% of the ̂ S r and 137Cs
primary activity. This result can be
interpreted in the following way. First,
the long-lived activity is transformed
to medium-lived with the help of an
ADS. Second, we have to pay for this
with the generation of an additional
10-12% of secondary activity of the
medium-lived ^ S r and 137Cs
radionuclides (Tw up to 30 years).

This is a very important result. It follows that with the use of an A D S all long-lived FPs (except ^Sr) could
be destroyed.

Nuclide,
I

237Np
238Np
239Np
O 8 Pu
239Pu
240Pu
M1Pu
242pu

243Pu
241Am

^ A m

^ A m
243 Am
244 Am

244,nA m

M 2 Cm
243Cm

* C n .

"Cm
^ C m
w C m
MCm

"'Cm
M!>Bk

(years)

2.14xlO 6

2.12 days

2.36 days

87.71

2.41x10"

6569

14.35

3.76xlO5

4.96 hrs

432.6

16.1 hrs

141

7348.

10.1 hrs

26. min

161. days

28.5

18.1

8500.

4700.

1560.

3.4xlO5

64.15 min

329 days

Oc
(barn)

203.4

62.

67.5

433.

268.

1050.

316.

126.

97.

540.
-

1637.
243.

-

-

23.

657.

77.2

292.

13.1

99.

29.1

1.3

995

Of

(barn)

0.706

1773.
-

17.1

666.

0.93

910.

0.7

213.

4.01

1725.

6372.

1.16
1856.

1291

<4.

127.

2.63

1735.

1.13

142.

1.8
-

-

oa

(barn)

204.11

1835

67.5

450.1

934

1050.9

1226

126.7

310

544.01

1725.

8009

244.16

1856.

1291

27

784

79.83

2027

14.23

241

31.

1.3

995

V

(n/fis.)
2.25

2.8
-

2.9

2.877
-

2.937
-

-

3.21

3.26

3.26
-

-

-

-

3.43
-

3.717
-

-

-

-

-

D.4.2.6.4. Radiotoxicity

The main radiobiological hazard is actinides with long half lives.

Taking into consideration the high radiation hazard of actinides a comparison of the radiotoxicity has
been performed for fuel loads of the ADS thermal and fast blankets [7]. For the comparison to be
representative a stationary operation mode has been chosen with continuous nuclear fuel replenishment
such that the change in concentration of nuclides in the next cycle is the same as for the previous one. The
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effective neutron flux density for the fast reactor was
assumed to be equal to 1.2xlO16 cm'2-s~'; the effective
cross-sections are listed in Table I. In Table II the
cross-sections are listed for a thermal blanket and the
effective neutron flux density averaged over a
Maxwellian neutron spectrum was assumed to be equal
to 5.xlO15 cm"2s"'. The results of the calculations are
tabulated in Tables V, VI and VII. The following
conclusions could be reached:

1. The equilibrium mass of all actinides in the
fast reactor stationary mode is 40 times
higher than in the thermal blanket.

2. The main contributions to the actinides mass
are made by: B 7 Np (18%), ""Pu (26%),
^ 'Am (15%), " ^ m (4%) and ̂ C m (9%) in
the fast reactor and

^ N p (15%), 23Pu (2.9%), ^ A m (4.9%),
M2Cm (37%), " ' C m (16%) and ̂ C m (13%)
in the thermal blanket.

TABLE m . NEUTRON CONSUMPTION FOR
FP ' s TRANSMUTATION

Nuclide, I

^Sr
137Cs

15lSm

"Tc
93Zr

126Sn
79Se
135Cs
107Pd

.29j

T1/2 (years)

28.8

30.17

93

2.14xlO5

1.5xl06

l.OxlO5

6.5xlO4

3.3xl06

6.5xlO6

1.6xl07

5.94xlO2

6.23x10'2

4.16xl03

6.15xl0"2

6.35xl02

5.72xlO"4

4.49X10"4

6.55xl0 2

1.42xlO3

7.68xl0"3

R>
2

3

30-250

1.15-1.5

150

-

1.5

-

-

2

TABLE IV. SECONDARY RADIOACTIVITY IN INCINERATION OF NUCLIDES CONTAINED IN
1 TONNE OF THE W E R - 1 0 0 0 SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL

Nuclide I

«>Sr

137Cs

15ISm

"Mo

93Zr

125Sn

79Se

135Cs

107pd

.29j

Total

m i jg/t

678

1460

14.9

950

907

22.4

5.9

422

254

220

without Zr, Sm

Total without Zr, Sm, Cs, Sr

niiQ/0', Ci/t

9.4x104

1.3xl05

405

16-2

2.3

0.64

0.41

0.486

0.13

0.039

2.4xlO5

miQi(2\ Ci/t

2.2x104

4.8xlO4

4.5xl03-2.2xl04

2.0x106

165

5.xlO3

9.2x104

(2.1-2.7)xlO4

niiQ/2', Ci/t

4.3xlO4

9.1xlO4

(0.7 - .75)xlO4

4.0xl06

320

9.7xlO3

1.7xlO5

(4.1-5.l)xlO4

Note: The secondary radioactivity nijQ/21 is caused basically by ^Sr and l37Sr

3. The long-lived activity of actinides in the fast reactor is 40 times higher than in the thermal
blanket. The long-lived activity in the fast reactor is 34% due to 238Pu and 54% to ^ C m and is
90% due to ̂ C m in the thermal blanket.

4. Ti, the value of the radiotoxicity for long-lived actinides in the fast reactor is 100 times higher
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than in the ADS thermal blanket. The value TIAc corresponding to a stationary amount of
long-lived actinides in the fast reactor is 33 times higher than the TI^ for its own annual
replenishment. For the thermal blanket the TIAc is 3 times less than TIAc for the annual
replenishment. These results demonstrate the ecological hazard of actinide transmutation in fast
reactors and the advantages of the ADS thermal blanket.

(Note: the above results have been obtained without considering the change in radiotoxicity of actinides
during SNF radiochemical processing because of irreversible losses).

The analytical mentioned studies made it possible to chose FPs and actinides for transmutation. With
consideration of the above mentioned characteristics, and taking into account conclusions made in the work
performed by RRDEPT and the Radium Institute [16], it is advisable to transmute the following FPs and
transuranium elements: 14C, 79Se, 99Tc, 107Pd, 125Sn, 129I, l35Cs and 137Cs (possibly during their isotopic
separation) and Np, Am and Cm using Plutonium for the generation of excess neutrons.

D.4.2.7. THE USE OF THE WEAPON- AND REACTOR-GRADE PLUTONIUM IN ADS.

The investigations carried out by ITEP and other institutions demonstrate that existing power reactors
and reactors under development are, despite the technical measures taken, are not guaranteed free from
accidents such as those dealing with reactivity (accidents with a change in the core reactivity). The
probability of an accident associated with reactivity increases when Plutonium fuel is used in thermal
reactors because a decline in the safety parameters occurs. According to calculations performed by
specialists from the Physical Power Institute RSC (Obninsk) for example the temperature and power
coefficients of reactivity are increased in the VVER-500 reactor when MOX-fuel is used (4.8% and 2.7%
instead of 3.6% and 2.1% respectively),the k^ value is decreased (from 6.0xl0'3 to 4.4xlO"3 ) with a
condition that the efficiency of the operating groups of the CPS rods is decreased by a factor of 1.3 [17].

The addition of actinides to Plutonium fuel results in a degradation of the safety features of fast
breeders. These features of Plutonium, especially of weapons-grade, require special approach for using
Plutonium as a nuclear fuel for the atomic power industry. In the ITEP specialists opinion an ADS
operation with a subcritical blanket permits us to exclude accidents associated with reactivity, firstly
accidents such as reactor runaway on prompt neutrons. The ADS safety level could therefore be in principle
substantially higher than that of power reactors with a critical core. This fundamental advantage gives
grounds for using weapon-grade and power Plutonium as nuclear fuel for power generation and excess
neutrons production in an ADS.
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